reserve tapering its massive bond purchases as early as next month, was starting to have an impact on households.

research shows that there is a strong genetic link between thyroid disease and other autoimmune diseases including certain types of diabetes, anemia and arthritis.

according to a source from the rapper's May 13 music-video set, French was aggressively hitting on a young, dark-haired beauty named Annabelle, who was part of the shoot's production team.

that individuals ask before they ever take a prescription drug is, "what are the side effects?"

adjust the focus of the telescope (or the distance between the eyepiece and the screen) until Venus looks crisp and round.

Jean-Marie Le Pen denounced the "itchy and smelly presence" of Roma in the Cote d'Azur resort of Nice.

The doctors would say that since we are dealing with serious cases, we should prescribe the best medicines, says Dr. Mathur.

the shields were also helping form my nipples to make it easier for him to latch on
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